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The mission & vision of this blueprint is to provide a clear view of what us Transit workers need in
order to thrive in our careers and in the city in which we work. The political practices and
strategies that have carried us throughout the past decade and beyond have not moved the
needle to the potential that we deserve. 

A lot of us transit workers are turned off by the word "politics", but in all truthfulness, politics
control every aspect of our job, from wages to quality of life. We may not be paying attention to
the political side of our careers, but there is someone who is and they are dictating what we
should and should not have. 

A lot of members would argue that we have a union and they should be the ones handling our
business. The union is actually the members and the people we elect are our representatives,
nothing more nothing less. If we do not educate and strengthen ourselves individually in this
union and as a union, we will not achieve the goals that is set forth in this blueprint. Remember
the phrase "you are only as strong as your weakest link". A weak link is an asset to management
and the politics that they play, an educated employee is an asset to the labor movement and
their families.  

This blueprint will provide insight to all transit workers no matter your title, time on the job or
education level. This blueprint will give you the basics you need to prosper in your career. 
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WAGES

Let us jump straight into it! Besides healthcare, wages is the single most important reason a person
will become a transit worker. The rumor is MTA = ATM, but it that really true? Absolutely not! MTA
workers are grossly underpaid compared to other city workers and even our counterparts in LIRR &
MNRR doing the same job (but that is a story for another day). Also, a lot of Transit workers include
over-time into their base wages. Over-time is extra money and keep in mind, that "well "can run dry
at any given time. Transit workers should be able to thrive off a 40 hour work week without over-time
and many of us cannot. The question now becomes, how did we end up in this predicament and how
do we fix it? The answer lies within 3 things and those are Cost of Living, Inflation & Pattern
Bargaining. 

Cost of living is the amount of money needed to cover basic expenses such as housing, food, taxes,
and healthcare in a certain place and time period. What happens all too often is our basic expenses
constantly increase and our wages do not or at least at the same rate. What eventually happens if
this issue does not get addressed, you will not be able to survive in the city in which you work,
probably living check to check and or finding a way for "Peter to pay Paul". 

Inflation measures the increase in the price of goods and services. Or, the decrease in the buying
power of the dollar. It sounds similar to Cost of living, but Cost of living measures the change, up or
down, of the basic necessities of life, like food, housing, and healthcare. When our union
representatives are negotiating our contract, you will often hear them use the term inflation as a
reason why they settled on a particular wage percentage. But what they actually do is compare the
past inflation percentages, to justify our future inflation percentages. For example, in our 2019 - 2023
TWU Local 100 contract the union representatives pushed a narrative of "inflation- beating wage
increases". How can that be when they based the inflation increases on the past and not forecasted
for the future? How can you beat something in which you do not know? Essentially it is a flawed
tactic that will never advance transit workers wages. One of the major reasons we cannot afford to
live in the city in which we work.  

Pattern Bargaining is a collective bargaining technique in which contract terms in one settlement are
used as models to be imposed on other negotiating parties within an industry. The issue for us is our
union representatives have historically patterned bargained us with people who are not in our
industry. For example one year they compared us to a union that represents secretaries as
justification for the reason why they were willing to accept the low wage percentages. NYCT is the
biggest transportation system in the world and our wages do not reflect that. If we strategically fix
how will interpret cost of living, inflation and patterned bargaining, we steadily begin to climb out of
the hole we are in economically as Transit workers.  
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Our work environments will have us reeling from many ailments from back pain,  toothaches to
cancers. The issue for transit workers have become us losing trusted doctors that is in our
healthcare network. Imagine a woman having a trusted gynecologist she has had for years in
network and because our healthcare benefits declined, she now have to find a new doctor. I
have personally lost a dentist I have been going to for years because of the declination of our
healthcare benefits. 

Our union representatives are supposed to make sure we maintain the same level of health
benefits from year to year, but it is evident that is not happening. Over this past decade we have
seen our copays and prescriptions increase, with transit workers left footing the bill. In our latest
contract, a new provision is if you or anyone under your health plan goes to the emergency room
and is not admitted, you will have to a $100 co-pay. How many of us have children who have to be
rushed to the emergency room because they hurt themselves for something that do not require
hospitalization, but the injured child must see a doctor asap.   

Our dental is some of the worse dental you can have today. The issue is finding a suitable dentist
to take our insurance. In the transportation business, which is heavily centered around customer
service, you would think healthcare should be the best of the best.

We all have heard the term "health is wealth", so it is time to get to that! It is no secret if a person
feel good mentally and physically, they will be better employees, less absenteeism and better
morale to say the least. 

Our healthcare should provide for us access to gym memberships at a heavily discounted price.
We should also be able to go to any doctor/dentist of our choosing. The direction we are headed in
seems as if we all will be going to the same doctors for everything, especially if doctors continue to
opt out of out network because our healthcare do not pay. 

Any diminution of healthcare reduces the quality of life.
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Two weeks of maternity leave is simply
not enough after a woman gives birth,
whether naturally or via c-section. Due
to the demanding and physical nature
of our jobs, women should have a
minimum of 16 fully paid weeks off after
giving birth to a baby. She should also
not have to use sick time  

Picture being 8 months pregnant and
due to the nature of your job you are
forced to pull 40 lb garbages or climb
up and down trains from the road bed.
It is mind boggling in 2022 women are
still facing these issues and the transit
authority have no reasonable answer to
rectify it.  

A lot of the women's facilities in transit
are run down and decrepit (the mens
are too but...). With a growing women
workforce, theres simply not enough
facilities to accommodate them and
the transit  authority have no plan to
expand them.  For many years nursing
mothers were forced to breast feed in
locker rooms with no privacy. 

That would give the mother time to
heal, bond with her baby and set up
child care before she return back to
work. You would hear critics say this
would not work, but its quite clear the
little we have now is not working either.
The future mothers of transit deserve
respect and they deserve it now. 

Women should not have to use sick
time because they are not allotted light
duty position. The Transit Authority can
easily fix this issue by creating office
jobs for women whom are pregnant. A
woman should not have to chose
between expanding her family and
giving birth a child on the job literally
while working. 

Even with federal laws in place, the
Transit Authority habitually ignore them
to do what is best for the service. The
transit authority act is if women were
born yesterday and they do not know
how to accommodate them. They know
how, but most importantly we have to
make sure they know how. A closed
mouth will not get fed. 

MATERNITY LEAVE

LIGHT DUTY

BETTER FACILITIES
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WORK RULES

There are plenty of work rules that govern our jobs, but two work rules that will haunt a transit
worker throughout their career is discipline and the ability to get a day off. These two rules
destroy morale day in and day out.  

The discipline culture in the transit authority is strictly here to hurt you versus make you a
better employee. Discipline should be a last ditch effort to correct negative employee behavior.
Instead, the transit authority uses heavy handed discipline, no matter if its your first time or
third time getting in trouble. The transit authority does not treat their employees as
professionals, it is more reflective of a jail warden/correction officer to an inmate. 

What we have to change as transit workers is the way we garner respect from the transit
authority and that is by following the rules and using their own rules against them. Too often we
are team players to a team that just treat us as a number. They are ready, willing and able to
replace us at a drop of a dime for a simple mistake. Everyday transit workers are turning the
other cheek to keep service moving, essentially doing unsafe favors for a company who do not
favor us. In order to get the transit authority to value us as a workforce, we must use their own
rules against them.

Another work rule that plague transit workers is the ability to get a day off. How many of us have
missed funerals, our children class trips, birthdays, family gatherings/trips and other special
events even after following the rules to get the day off? What make matters worse is when you
are denied the day off, the transit authority have more than enough coverage to fill your spot.
Once again, the only way to fight back against these tactics is to show the transit authority who
actually have the power and that power resides within the workforce, especially when we are
following their rules. 



C .O .P. E .
&

P. A .C .

COPE is an acronym for Committee On Political Education and PAC is an acronym for the
Political Action Committee. Cope is the people in our union administration who hold politicians
accountable at every level of government, and is supposed to help our union build the political
power to win strong contracts, better benefits and pass laws to protect our jobs. Cope
activities are voluntarily paid by members via donation bi-weekly from our paychecks and you
can opt-out at any time. 

The issue with our union administration is they have no mechanism in place to hold politicians
accountable for when they do not have our best interest. It is not even clear if they want to hold
politicians accountable. They give our cope money to politicians no matter if they do something
for us or not. For example, after tier 6 was voted on, our cope committee gave assemblyman
Nick Perry money for his future campaign. How does that make sense?

As a union we need to know and have say on who our union representation cosign for political
positions. We also need to demand something from them that will advance the causes of
transit workers before giving them any of our hard earned money. 

Our motto before giving our money away to any politician should be like that Janet Jackson
song "What have you done for me lately"? And if they have done nothing for us, then they
should not get our money. Simple as that!



UPWARD
MOBILITY

The ability to promote your way through the ranks here at NYCT not only improves morale, but
also your quality of life. We hear "more money more problems", but more money also provide
more opportunity. Titles such as Traffic Checker and Cleaner should have the ability to promote
themselves through the ranks first before any open competitive test is introduced to the
public. 

There are mechanisms in place to keep employees at the bottom. For example, if a traffic
checker or cleaner take an open competitive test, the MTA have the ability to judge them based
on their current service, which put those same employees at a disadvantage against employees
coming from the street because the MTA have no system to rank those employees. 

A system must be created to provide equity to workers who is already in the system,
specifically traffic checkers and cleaners who want to promote themselves and take on more
responsibility. 



QUALITY
OF
LIFE 

Quality of life is defined as the standard of health, comfort, and happiness experienced by an
individual or group.  A lot of us transit workers take this for granted or ignore it in entirely in the
name of "providing for our family". The truth is us transit workers cannot afford to live in the city
in which we work. I explained the reasons for this in the "wages" section of this blueprint.

If we can not afford to live in the city in which we work, then we become "transit refugees" -
having to live outside the city to be able to provide for our families comfortably. Now this may
not be a bad thing all together, but it can become very strenuous on your body and your
finances. Imagine living in Pennsylvania, traveling 3+ hours round trip, then driving a bus for 8+
hours a day, then having to deal with the stress of the job itself. You may not think it will take a
toll on your body but it does. 

There is a reason why they say a lot of transit workers after retirement do not live to enjoy the
fruits of their labor. 

If our quality of life improve so will our life after retirement. 



HEALTH
STUDIES

Transit workers need recurring health studies done to monitor our work environments because
they are constantly changing and getting worse in many instances. From the fear of assaults to
the air we breathe in the system have a direct impact on our health. Transit worker deserved
hazard pay way before 2020.  

These health studies will make a serious case for us to have pensions that reflect 22 and out
(any age), higher pay, better health benefits, mental health days, better work rules and other
benefits that reflect the true environment that we are subject to while working. 

We need to lobby politicians who support our cause and have the interest on the health and
wellness of transit workers here in NYC. 



WORKER
EDUCATION

We need a robust training and shop steward program for transit workers where we learn about
the Contract, Bylaws, Constitution, Discipline Procedure Manual, Work rules, Labor Law, Public
Employee Relations Board (PERB), Department Of Labor (DOL) and other agencies that have an
effect on our employment. 

We cannot continue to say "we are only as strong as our weakest link", when the entire chain is
broken. Knowledge is power and that will forever be the truth. 

We all have a responsibility to protect our jobs and the best way to do that is through
organizing, mobilizing and education. 



CONTACT US

This blueprint was prepared by Tramell Thompson, founder of Progressive Action, NYCT
Conductor and also the Labor & Transit Leader for NYC. 

@ProgressiveAction @ProgressiveAct Progressive Action TV ProgressiveAction100@
gmail.com


